USA Swimming (USAS) is the National Governing Body for the sport of swimming, one of more than 40 National Governing Bodies for amateur sports in the United States. Their mission is, in part, to "administer competitive swimming in accordance with the Amateur Sports Act", and to "provide programs and services for our members, supporters, affiliates and the interested public" The USAS membership community consists of athletes, non-athletes, and clubs. One of the most important functions USAS performs is to gather and maintain information on members in all categories. Maintaining individual swimmers' times in sanctioned meets, for example, forms the basis for swimmers to be ranked nationally. The responsibility for the gathering of data is relegated to 2,800 clubs and 59 local swimming committees scattered across the US. In their previous system, data needed for the USAS master databases was gathered by the clubs and sent to the local swimming committees, which consolidated the data and forwarded it to the national headquarters in Colorado Springs. Unfortunately, by 2002, it became clear that the hodgepodge of different hardware platforms and software used by the clubs and local swimming committees made the data gathering process ripe for errors, which resulted in unreliable data in multiple database systems at USAS headquarters.
The new system achieved the benefits that USAS projected when the project was first conceived. The complicated technical infrastructure was replaced by a Web-based architecture that provides faster and more reliable service to the USAS community at a lower cost. The problem of inaccuracies in the data caused by data being stored in multiple databases was eliminated with the establishment of the new centralized database and the "holding tank's" data cleansing capabilities. Users at USAS headquarters and in the field embraced the new system because it simplified the data gathering process and greatly improved the reliability of the information they obtain from the centralized database.
I. INTRODUCTION
John Burbidge, Information Technology Director for USA Swimming (USAS) sat in his office overlooking Pikes Peak in Colorado Springs, Colorado. With the help of Statera, an Information Technology (IT) consulting firm based in Denver, USAS recently successfully completed a much needed project to replace its fragmented, decentralized, data collection and reporting system with a state-of-the art Web portal supporting a more current and accurate centralized database so that USAS could serve its members better. Moreover, the new Web portal system provided considerably more functionality to the USAS community of users. As Burbidge reflected on the progress that had been made, he knew that USAS could not stand still in its systems development initiatives. In addition to correcting serious operational shortcomings in the old system, he knew that the new system gave USAS the technical platform to provide even more new and innovative services to its members beyond those just added. The question before him now was how to find and select the best options for moving forward from the many possibilities, known and unknown, that lay open to USAS.
II. BACKGROUND ON USAS
USAS is the National Governing Body (NGB) for the sport of swimming, one of more than 40 NGBs for amateur sports in the United States. Their mission is, in part, to "administer competitive swimming in accordance with the Amateur Sports Act", and to "provide programs and services for our members, supporters, affiliates and the interested public". As illustrated in Figure 1 , the U.S. Olympic Committee is the National Olympic Committee for NGBs in sports ranging from Track and Field, Wrestling, and Taekwondo, to Bobsleigh, Curling, Volleyball, and Luge. Typically, young athletes participate in sports in their local areas, either through their high school or college and university teams, or through clubs. Local units join an NGB in order to obtain the many benefits of association as well as to permit their athlete members to qualify for regional, national, and, ultimately, Olympic competition as a member of a U.S. national team.
THE MEMBERSHIP COMMUNITY
The USAS membership community includes athletes, non-athletes, and clubs:
1.
Athletes. Swimmers of all ages are eligible for individual memberships in USAS.
Fees for individual members range from $41 per year for a basic membership to $750 for a lifetime membership. Age groups consist of under 10, 11-12, 13-14, 15-16, 17-18, and 18+ . USAS individual members number over 300,000.
2.
Non-athletes. Non-athletes include other persons interested in supporting the athletes in various ways, including coaches, family members, officials, alumni, supporters, and sports medicine specialists. Membership dues for such individuals are in the same range as those for athletes.
3.
Clubs and other organizations. This category consists of some 2,800 swim clubs where athletes train and compete against swimmers from other clubs. High school and college swimming teams also fall into this membership category.
4.
Outreach members. USAS's active outreach program is focused on attracting minorities and athletes with special needs to the sport. Membership dues for individual outreach members are $5 per year. 
INFORMATION MAINTAINED ON MEMBERS
USAS gathers and maintains information on members in all categories. It also maintains a comprehensive and informative Web site at www.usaswimming.org.
Typical information gathered on athletes includes name, address, age, club affiliation (if any), ethnicity, disabilities, and times in competitive events. For non-athletes, typical information gathered includes name, address, club affiliation, and roles (e.g. coach, parent, official). For clubs, USAS gathers such information as the club's name and address, head coach, web site address, and other descriptive information. All of the information on individuals and clubs is maintained in databases at USAS headquarters.
Individual swimmers' times in sanctioned meets are important since they form the basis for swimmers to be ranked nationally. For example, the top 16 swimmers in each event are posted nationally in a USAS database so that a consistent method is used to know who the top-ranked swimmers in the nation are in each event. Individual posted times are how swimmers qualify to participate in regional and national events. Times posted in national and international events are used to determine the top swimmers in the country, who qualify for the U.S. National Team. In addition, a National Junior Team is sponsored for athletes under the age of 17.
A complete listing of information gathered and maintained in the centralized database is shown in Figure 2 . 
III. THE INITIAL IT ENVIRONMENT AT USAS
While the membership constituencies of USAS depended on the headquarters operation in Colorado Springs to maintain accurate and timely information to support the sport of swimming in the U.S., by early 2002, the network of computer-based data gathering systems which supplied data to the master database systems at headquarters contained serious deficiencies. As a result, information obtainable from the master database systems was often inaccurate and out-ofdate.
The crux of the problem with the network of data gathering systems in 2002 was that the responsibility for the gathering of data was left to the 2,800 clubs and the 59 LSCs. Basically, data needed for the USAS master databases was gathered by the clubs and sent to the LSCs, which consolidated the data and forwarded it to the national headquarters in Colorado Springs. The overall problem with this process was that the clubs and LSCs were using a hodgepodge of different hardware platforms and software that made the data gathering process ripe for errors. Headquarters suffered from similar problems. For example, the STAR database, which maintained swimmers' times, was written in a lesser known programming language called Delphi (www.borland.com/delphi) using Paradox database software. The system operated on a laptop computer and volumes were reaching the point where they were testing the limits of the Paradox software's capabilities.
DETAILED PROBLEMS WITH THE INITIAL IT ENVIRONMENT
John Burbidge recalled some of the problems with the initial IT environment that caused problems for USAS and its constituents at the time. They included:
1. Membership systems were outdated. Not only were they outdated, they were built in a variety of ways and operated on several different hardware and operating system platforms. For example, all of the LSCs used software originally supplied to them by USAS which could only record two years of historical data. Some LSCs and headquarters departments developed software of their own. Since this process was essentially a "home-grown" and distributed process, they were developed using such disparate packages as Delphi, dBase IV, Progress, Paradox, and a mix of Microsoft Access databases and Microsoft Excel spreadsheets [Microsoft 2004 ]. Although most used Microsoft Windows as their Operating System, others were on UNIX platforms. Hardware from several different manufacturers was used. Most were Intel-based PCs, but some LSCs used Macintoshes.
2. No LSC was given access to the master membership database at headquarters or any of the databases in the other LSCs. Membership data was forwarded to USAS HQ in various ways, and under various time schedules. For example, some LSCs emailed the data and some sent floppy disks by U.S. mail. The majority of individual members register in the fall. As registrations were received, the club entered membership data into whatever computer application (e.g. Microsoft Excel or Hytek) or paper form they used to keep track of their members and then forwarded it (by email or U.S. Mail) to their LSC. The LSC entered the information from all of its affiliated clubs into the Delphi application furnished to them by USAS. When information was received from the LSCs, USAS uploaded it into their Progress database application Because of the disparate software used, information was often entered manually at USAS headquarters. As a result, errors were introduced into the process. Typically, information was sent to USAS monthly, although depending on the time of the year, some LSCs would not update their membership information for two months or more. The earliest information was available at USAS was after month-end, although in some instances, information was two months old or even older. 4. As illustrated in Figure 2 , data collected on individual members included demographic data as well as their times in events in sanctioned swimming meets. Demographic data was recorded in a Progress database and times information in a Paradox database at USAS. Information on the National Team and on alumni was recorded in separate MS Access database systems at USAS. The Membership and Times databases were separate and not related to one another. The end result of this arrangement was that different information on individuals could be recorded in separate USAS database systems. One of the key advantages of using a relational database management system is that it facilitates recording all the data (or attributes) of an entity (in this case, a human being) just once. Experience with computer systems shows that anytime the same attribute of an entity is stored in more than one database (or computer system), sooner or later the values of the two attributes will be different, and neither computer systems nor users will be able to discern which one is correct.
In the USAS instance, an individual member's address could be different in the Membership database and in the Times database. In addition, a swimmer named Nancy Wilson, for example, could move from California to Georgia and join an LSC in Georgia, which would submit her member information to USAS. The USAS information system would record her current name, address, and LSC association correctly, but would have no way of knowing about the meet event times recorded in the Times database. Because the Membership database and the Times databases were in two separate database systems with no common membership identification number (i.e. primary key), the fact that the Nancy Wilson in the two systems was the same human being was lost. As far as the databases were concerned:
• The Nancy Wilson reported by the California LSC dropped out of competitive swimming. No new times were recorded and she did not renew her membership.
• The Nancy Wilson reported by the Georgia LSC started a career in competitive swimming. The times she recorded while a member of the LSC in California were not associated with her database record as a member of the Georgia LSC.
5. USAS maintained separate MS Access database systems for the USA National Team and for alumni, as well as several other single-purpose systems, as illustrated in Figure 3 . The problem of combining all relevant information for a single individual also existed in these systems. For example, Nancy Wilson's information recorded in the National team database might be different than the information recorded for her in the Membership and Times database and when she moved into alumnus status that system could contain information about her that was inconsistent with information in the other three systems. These disparate systems could not communicate automatically with one another to identify discrepancies. Further, there was no easy way for IT to provide a composite view of a single individual's information from all systems. Worse, as described in item 3, some systems required manual data entry at USAS headquarters. For example, it took a full day for one person to enter athletes' times from a single meet into the Times database system. USAS staff recognized that these problems needed to be fixed if USAS was to provide accurate information to its large and varied membership constituencies, to headquarters managers, the media, and the public at large. As IT Director, John Burbidge was responsible for making the databases work together successfully. IT projects completed in 2002, Standish reported that 51% were "challenged" and 15% were dubbed as outright failures. The 2003 report also calculated that "The lost dollar value for U.S. projects in 2002 was estimated at $38 billion with another $17 billion in cost overruns for a total project waste of $55 billion against $255 billion in project spending". [Standish 2003 ]. In John's experience, as well as in the experience of most seasoned IT professionals, the reason for failed or less than successful projects was, more often than not, a failure to get the business requirements of a new system right. And, in turn, the failure to get the requirements right was most often due to insufficient involvement and commitment from the users for whom a new system was being designed.
ENLISTING THE USAS HQ MANAGEMENT TEAM IN THE NEED FOR CHANGE
Accordingly, John assembled a meeting of the USAS key business unit managers (Table 2 ) to obtain their support for a project to correct the shortcomings of their current IT environment and to lay the foundation for accommodating future IT system needs. The meeting concluded with unanimous agreement that the old system was so dated and convoluted that it needed to be tossed out and replaced with one that was totally new, designed from the ground up, using the latest technologies. The question John needed to wrestle with next was how to accomplish the task. It would not be easy, given the limited in-house resources available to him.
THE IT ORGANIZATION AT USAS
To say that the IT organization at USAS was "thin" was an understatement. It consisted of just four people: John Burbidge, the Director, Robb Hinds, a software developer, Chris Detert, the network administrator, and Lambert Hubel, who handled the stream of inquiries from people at USAS and from the membership community. While John knew that his staff was doing a great job in keeping the old system working up to its limited capabilities, he also knew that undertaking the design and installation of a new system would require additional resources. First, John needed to seek approval from USAS Managing Director Mike Unger to move ahead with the project. John put together the business case for replacing the system, the highlights of which are shown in Table 3 . Briefly, it described the operational problems of the current system, and how Table 3 . Highlights of Business Case for New System 1. Duplicate membership data 2. Inability to match members to times 3. Large effort and significant delay in getting times posted to public site and to online meet registration 4. Inability to report on data across systems (membership, times, national team, alumni, etc) 5. Outdated hardware and software 6. Manual effort of transferring data from club to LSCs to National Headquarters for registrations 7. Delays in transferring registrations to headquarters 8. Growth of standalone Microsoft Access databases as short term problem solutions 9. Public web site had become hard to manage with frequent broken links they were only likely to get worse with the passage of time. After sending Mike Unger the business case document, a meeting with key managers was scheduled to discuss the next steps. John Burbidge led the discussion and proposed that USAS begin by hiring a consulting firm to lead an analysis of the current database and business environment, identify the system requirements and technologies for a new system, and draft a Request for Proposal (RFP). He concluded by asking Mike Unger for approval to move ahead. After Mike asked several pointed questions and got good answers, he agreed that something needed to be done, and quickly.
SELECTING THE IT CONSULTANT
Literally hundreds of thousands of IT consulting firms in the U.S. offer services, ranging from very large companies like Accenture, CSC, EDS, and IBM Global Services, to one person companies operated out of the consultant's home. The large firms employ more than 100,000 people from offices in most major cities in the world. Some IT consulting firms, particularly mid-range firms with between 100 and 1000 employees, are often located in just one city or in a region (e.g. the U.S. West Coast). Many smaller firms carve out niche markets for themselves, such as industry verticals in health care, or government, or in a technical area such as data warehousing and data mining.
John Burbidge, who used consultants in the past, knew that engaging the right consultant for a particular task was sometimes easier said than done. He also knew that simply engaging a consultant was not enough to ensure success. Many failed IT projects involved reputable consultants who were found to be at fault when dissatisfied clients sued them.
After receiving proposals from and interviewing several consulting firms, USAS chose a Denverbased company, Statera, (www.statera.com) to work with them on the new system's requirements and design. The key factors in Statera's selection were the quality and experience of the personnel who would actually be working on USAS's project, their understanding of the business issues, and, therefore, the support and acceptance they would receive from the USAS business unit managers. Additional background information on Statera is shown in Sidebar 1.
SIDEBAR 1 BACKGROUND ON STATERA
Statera is the Latin word for "balance". It was founded in 2001 by its President, Brad Weydert and CEO, Carl Fitch-who had grown a previous IT consulting firm, Raymond James Consulting, from a startup in 1992 to a company with over $70 million in revenue in 2000 when they sold it to a larger firm.
As stated on its Website (www.statera.com), Statera strives to achieve balance not only in the business and technology needs of its clients -but also between work and family -and employees, clients and partners. Statera's management team and staff gained significant experience in technology and business consulting with firms such as Accenture, Cap Gemini Ernst & Young, EDS, and Raymond James Consulting, in many industry sectors including insurance, communications, healthcare, energy, and financial services. Their personnel are experienced with small firms, start-ups, private industry, Fortune 100, and Fortune 500 firms. 
THE DESIGN OF THE NEW SYSTEM
Good systems development practices are usually built around a standard development methodology. Many methodologies are in use, but most use some variation of a phased approach to system development consisting of elicitation of user requirements, system design, system construction, and implementation.
Statera's development methodology in the USA Swimming instance consisted of four phases labeled Discovery, Design, Approval, and Implementation. The major steps in each phase are shown in Table 5 . 
The Discovery Phase
The name used by Statera for the overview of a client's requirements is the "Discovery Phase". For USAS, the project team's primary focus was to understand fully what data (in all forms) was received by, and distributed from, USAS headquarters. Over the course of several weeks, the project team interviewed over twenty individuals at USAS Headquarters, as well as USAS board members and representatives from current USAS software providers. At the conclusion of the Discovery Phase, the project team had gathered complete information about current systems in use at USAS and the movement of data between USAS and affiliated external entities.
The Discovery phase also gathered requirements for the Task Force and key users. They prioritized the requirements using various methods, including perceived need, Task Force judgment, political complexity, and technical complexity.
One of the confounding factors in this project in comparison to many other IT projects was the loose network of entities that were involved. In a typical corporate environment, even in a global corporation, the influence that a headquarters organization can exert on local entities to see the benefits of a common solution is much greater than what an organization like USAS could exert on its LSCs. The LSCs enjoyed a degree of independence beyond what is seen in a typical corporate setting. For example:
1. The LSCs maintained a strong role in the process of adding, deleting, and updating membership information since this process was performed at the local level, not at USAS headquarters. 2.
Software vendors such as HyTek and Clauson, which provided software to the clubs, were in a position to influence local LSC officials if a proposed solution turned out to be detrimental to the vendors interests. 3.
The normal process followed in a Statera Discovery Phase would have been to engage the LSCs' opinions, needs, and wants, in coming up with a set of new system requirements. This process was not followed, however, because of the large number of LSCs. The project team was concerned that any solution might be considered as unwieldy or too costly by a significant segment of the LSCs, and that gaining consensus on a common solution could take "forever". Consequently, the project team, with the approval of the Task Force, decided to consider the LSCs as "off limits" during the Discovery Phase. While this approach was potentially risky, in the end, the project team was able to gain a sufficient understanding of LSC requirements by speaking to LSC members informally (e.g. when attending meets), by speaking with Task Force members who were well aware of LSC needs and opinions and, as discussed below, by developing and displaying a prototype of the system to a subset of the LSCs.
Summary of Findings of the Discovery Phase
When the project team completed its documentation of the processes being followed in the current system, it was clear that there was ample opportunity for significant improvement. It should be noted that while most widely-accepted system development methodologies call for documenting the current, or "as-is" system, this step is not always done in practice. On occasion, IT practitioners will immediately move to design and construct the new, or "to-be" system, perhaps because of the press of time, or because they feel they know what is needed in the new system. The danger in not documenting the as-is system, however, is that the movement of information and the opportunities for process improvement are not fully appreciated before beginning the design of the to-be system.
The understanding the project team came away with after documenting the as-is system was that the business processes in the USAS network were developed over time, by necessity, and in the absence of the more efficient technologies that became available, most notably Web-based system architectures. The as-is system(s) were not created out of a lack of understanding of the value of a centralized database, but simply because the technologies at the time did not support such a system architecture in a manageable and economical manner. The team confirmed that the proliferation of small, heavily manual applications and databases resulted in a considerable amount of rework, data duplication, and frustration among all members of the USAS network,
THE DESIGN FOR USAS
The two central pillars of the "to-be" system were that it be Web-based, with a portal accessible by all authorized members of the USAS community, and that, of course, it incorporate a single, centralized, database.
The Web Portal
According to one authoritative source 2 , "Portal is a term, generally synonymous with gateway, for a World Wide Web site that is or proposes to be a major starting site for users when they connect to the Web or that users tend to visit as an anchor site. Some portals are general and others are specialized or niche portals. Some major general portals include Yahoo, Excite, Netscape, Lycos, CNET, Microsoft Network, and America Online's AOL.com. Examples of niche portals include Garden.com (for gardeners), Fool.com (for investors), and SearchNetworking.com (for network administrators)".
In the case of USAS, the niche portal concept was applied. The USAS Web site would serve as a gateway to all of the Web-based services that USAS offers to its members. Members could view, enter, and change information 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
The Centralized Data Base
Underpinning the membership information available on the new Web site is a centralized database which replaced USAS's previous array of independent databases (Section II). One innovation that Statera created was the "holding tank" database where incoming data was held until its accuracy could be established before it was posted to the centralized database. For example, assume that an event time came in from an LSC for a swimmer named Carolyn McGuire that contained (among other items) the following information: The system would first put all of the incoming information in the holding tank database. Next, the application software programs would perform tests on the incoming data to be sure it was reasonable. For example, the time for Carolyn McGuire would be compared to her previous times and to record times for her age group. If her best previous time was 3:02:32, the system would flag the incoming time as a possible error for someone in Larry Herr's National Times collection group to follow up on. That person would contact the LSC to be sure the new time was correct. Similar tests for reasonableness and accuracy were designed for other incoming data items. The key features of the overall architecture of the new system are shown in Table 6 and the architecture itself in Figure 4 . 
GAINING APPROVAL FOR CONSTRUCTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW SYSTEM
Statera prepared a comprehensive set of system documentation that the primary users of the proposed new system reviewed and approved. Included were such deliverables as a detailed design of the centralized database, and working prototypes of the Web site. In the same way as the owners of a new custom home satisfy themselves that the end result will be exactly what they want before construction workers bring in equipment to prepare the foundation, users of the new system were given a clear understanding of what their new system would look like, what functions it would perform, what advantages it would give them in supporting their responsibilities, and how much it would cost to build and maintain. With this information in hand, John Burbidge convened a meeting of the Task Force (with Mike Unger in attendance) to seek approval to move ahead with building the system. Key to convincing Mike that it made good business sense to move ahead with the new system as designed was the enthusiastic support he heard from the business Figure 4 . Diagram of the New Systems Architecture unit managers around the conference table and from members of USAS's IT organization. Ultimately, the Task Force decided to not release an RFP and selected Statera to complete the design, construction and implementation of the new system.
Statera completed the design phase in the last three months of 2002. One of the steps they took in this phase was to develop and preview a prototype of the system with a representative set of LSC users in order to obtain their feedback on the design, and their support for moving forward with the system's construction and implementation. This step proved critical for the project. It not only got buy-in from the LSCs and made them feel they were involved in the process, but it also provided valuable validation of the design before coding began. Thus, any misunderstandings between a key set of system users and the development team were clarified early on, avoiding the more expensive rework required when errors are discovered after coding is well underway.
THE IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
Once the design of the new system was approved, the Statera team began work on developing the new system. Statera decided, (with agreement from the Task Force) to develop the new system in a Microsoft .Net development environment with Microsoft SQL Server 2000 as the database management software, a popular and widely used approach in the IT world. This course of action was chosen to avoid the problems USAS encountered previously in maintaining a wide variety of software packages.
USAS wanted the new system to be up and operating by June 9, 2003 so that it could be used for a few months before the heaviest registration activity began in September. Coding of the new system began in January 2003, so the time frame for Statera was tight. Accordingly, Statera did a comprehensive risk analysis and reviewed it with the Task Force. Oftentimes, IT professionals are aware of technical, scope, and other risks associated with the implementation of a new system but do not share them with their business unit partners (or clients). For example, a project where a new technology is being employed by the project team for the first time is inherently riskier than a project where the team used the software development tools and architecture many times before. Statera knew it was important to make the USAS Task Force aware of any risks associated with the project so that risk-mitigation processes would be in place at the outset, thus giving greater assurance that the June 9 target date would be met 3 . The key risks Statera identified were:
No comprehensive requirements gathering took place directly with LSC representatives. What contact took place was somewhat informal and at a high level.
2.
Unforeseen requirements might arise after the coding began. When implementation team members try to please their business unit customers by adding features not in the original requirements documents without modifying the project plan to reflect the additional time or resources required, projects tend to fall behind and go over budget. This phenomenon is not uncommon, and is one of the primary reasons IT implementation projects exceed their budgeted times and costs. IT professionals call it "scope creep" and learned to avoid it wherever possible. Accordingly, Statera adopted the following risk mitigation procedures:
1. They planned to meet with LSC representatives when they came to Colorado Springs to obtain their comments on the new system's design. During this meeting they walked them through the prototype of the system.. 2.
They planned to estimate and manage the project's scope carefully so that the most critical design issues would be addressed and implemented first. In this way, the system could still be converted by the target date and less-critical features added at a later date, if necessary. As a result of the careful review of the as-is systems, definition of requirements for the to-be systems, involvement of the USAS Task Force, risk assessment and mitigation, and project planning and management, Statera was able to deliver a working system on time and on budget.
The USAS Task Force adopted an unusual, but highly effective risk mitigation procedure of its own. They engaged National Systems and Research Co. (NSR), a local firm which specializes in independent project verification and validation (IV&V) to provide them with an impartial evaluation of the project. First, they asked for a second opinion on the wisdom of engaging Statera to complete the design, construction and implementation of the new system on a "sole source" basis and received NSR's endorsement of the decision. Secondly, NSR was asked to provide the Task Force with independent quality assurance reviews of the project's progress at key project milestones.
5. Explain why it is absolutely necessary to "get the requirements right" if a new IT system is to be successful? Why is getting the requirements right such a stumbling block for many IT projects? 
